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JOHN H(JUSE NEWS

JAYTON A.S.S. OFFICEltS.
The Dayten area Sleleele,ical Sec1ety issues the
Majer »eme l Cere Sec.
JOHN HOUSE NEWS (minimum 6/year). All material is
Walter Feust
the lrelerty er the authers ani is lu.lishel in the
Eliter
Mike Jehnsen
JHN with their lerm1ss1en. ~1n1ens ex,ressei
rerlect the views er the authers.
Cens1stant with the DASS "lew lref1le" cave lelicy Treas.
hul Venll.1chter
cave malS are net te ie iUllicatei, relreiucei., etc.,
JOHN HeUSE NEWS STAFF.
w1theut lermissien. NSS Grettes may ce11 the ether
Elit.r
Mike Jehnsen
material lreviiei lroler ackn.wle~ement is ,iven
Ass. Eiiter Jei Warner
auther ani JHN ani celY .r newsletter is ma.1lei te
Secretary
Shirley Feust
the eiiter. SENJ CONT1UJUTrGNS TO 'l'HX~ITGlh
MIn:
JOHNSON, 317 Chie Avenue, Trenten, Chie 45167. The
trinter l
Illustrater Walter Feust
JHN centents &re ce~itht
c1,84 with all ri,hts
reservei.
JHN CGNTEN'IS.
»ASS is an.internal er~nizatien er the
Jats
Natianal Sleleele,ical Seciety ani NSS mem~rshi~
Islanl Cave
is enceura,el. BASS lues (ani/er JHN suiscri~tiens)
Cave Gates
are $4.IO/year. »tIessheu1i ~ sent te the »ASS
Treasurer, hul Ven ltichter,3621 Cka.rletteMill ltl.,
kyten (Mera1ne) eIlie,.4,5418. Make check ~yaile te hiD.
April Meet1n; - ViII ~ hell at the heme er :PaulVenltichter, en Thursiay,
1'~, at 7.11 lK., at 3621 Charlette Mill ltl., Meraine, Obie.
ClIver. Cella,e arran;ed. iy Walter Feust •••

~ROll0

(

~[EW~:

I) little Joey (alias Grandpa, Bridge Jr01ll.par,etc) has not only
successfully held a job for several months, but purchased a new
vehic1e---ill llm[f(!Jo---somewhat dismaying the GMemployees in the grotto.
2) Mike, Dave & the noss SpelenpaD!l1! gang recently managed to
get into a cave. Mike & Dave mapped 70 odd stations while the others
checked out & explored the remaining leads in ifors£ 11o.2e CntH~tttS, so
named for the obvious horse sku11~&bones liberally distributed about this
once remote cave (a new logging road goes nearby now). On seeing all the
twigs, leaves and flood debri liberally jammed into every available ceiling
crack throughout the cave, Mike said to Dave, "'.Bo~the wiod must
reillly blow hilrd io here. to crilm illl thilt debri ioto illl
those crilc):s! - Horse Maze---a nice deathrap, if one would risk going

very far into it. The hike nearly claimed Walter on the way in & Mike. on
the way out. Nothing worse than a UllJ(i)UJ down in the woods.

3)
~

Mike

has

a

new
computer.

love

affair:

an

A\f:)~fbf!~

Witness the computer

graphics

strewn with rec1~lessabandon through this JiLN by Walter's indiscretion.
4) Wind Cave bridge is washed out again by floods from the cave (on
March 20-2 I according to Thompson). As this is Bob Warner's right of way
to his property, I sure he's glad to hear this. I've helped Bob repair it twice
already. Bob's too cheap to purchase the additional culvert pipes to handle
the high discharge in flood from the, cavel ,instead he's been hoping theflood waters will just disperse over the field. ~O nuch for hopes.
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Remember many mammologists use estimates like 200+bats/sq. ft for
counting nu mbers of bats. This article had pictures with the caption that
there were "2 to 4 baby bats/lO sq. cms in crowded creches." (JHNEDITOR)

Reprinted without permission from Science News 3/10/8i
Vol 125 . No. 10 page 1-48
ALTURISMABSENTIN MATERNALBATS by Stefi Weisburd

lllD t\lb(:) (OOJlJ'l1V a ~(!)(!)IIi:J1I~

!!lm !OO~

(a vertebrate ecologist) and his colleagues ventured into a limestone cave
in south central Texas to observe the teeming nurseries of the 4 million
Mexican free-tailed bats that roost there every spring. 'The walls of the
cave," says Davis today, "were a solid mass of writhing protoplasm." It is no
wonder then that the researchers watching the hungry horde thought they
saw female bats nursing pups at random.
"Indiscriminate nursing is really what I thought was happening after
my first field season too," says zoologist Gary McCracken of the University
of Tennessee in Knoxville. 'There are so many bats and the babies are so
aggressive that it really- does appear to be random.". -When McCracken
recently applied genetic tests to the nursing pairs in the Davis Cave,.
however, he found that this was not the case. Female bats selectively
choose to nurse along kinship lines, he reports in the March 9 SCIENCE.The
recognition of close ties has also recently been noted in the feeding hab-its
of vampire bats.
The orginial observations that mothers act as an indiscriminating
dairy herd has been cited frequently over the last 20 years in scientific
and popular literature as an example of what sociobiologists call group
selection--animals behaving for the good of the group rather than for
themselves or their offspring.
.
McCracken says he decided to do the recent study because this kind of
altruism is no longer thought to be a pervasive force against selfish or
kin-oriented behavior. Moreover, reports of random nursing in groups of
other mammals have been very rare. One other bat species with a large
maternity colony is reputed to nurse indiscriminately, but genetic studies
have not been done.
"These bats have always been an anQmaly," says David S. Wilson, an
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evolutionary biologist at the 'University of Michigan in East Lansing.
McCracken's paper, he says, safely discounts the hypothesis of group
selection in this case.
While Davis's group 20 years ago was limited to tagging and visual
observations of the bats movement, McCracken used a genetic test called
allozyme electrophoresis to determine the relationship between nursing
pup-female pairs.
The technique, which shows genetic variations in
protein structures, enabled him to determine which of the 167 pairs
plucked from the walls had different genotypes. According to genetic
theory, if nursing were random, in this case, 43 pairs with dissimilar
genotypes would be found. McCracken found only 7 such pairs. All in all,
he estimates that 17 percent of the mother bats were nursing pups thatwere not their own. The researcher could not tell if these bats were
ursing a particular pup or if they chose at random.
Mct:racken believes that this nonparental
nursing is due to the
enormous size of the maternity colonies that make it impossible for a
female to always find her own pup. Females may deposit their pups in
large creches and tolerate the cost of occasionally nursing another pup, he
says, because they receive other benefits, such as warmth from the group.
The idea that bats may non-altruistically invest something emerges in
another recent study conducted by Gerald Wilkinson, a behavioral ecologist
at the University of California at San Diego (UCSD). Wilkinson found that
female vampire bats will regurgitate blood to feed a starving adult female
who begs for food, but only if that bat is a relative or a known "friend"
(frequently observed as a companion) that might return the favor some
other time.
Wilkinson's findings will be published in an upcoming'
NATURE.
As for his nursing study, McCracken says, "Now that we have shown
that they can find their babies most of the time, the most intriguing
question is how? How does a female find its own young in that incredibly
huge mass of babies?" Davis likens this task to being dropped in the middle
of a parade with more than a million people and being asked to find one
particular person.
During the next year, McCracken plans to do in-cave and capitive
experiments to explore how bats may find their young by scent, vocal
signatures and recall of where they deposited them (although research
suggests pups appear to move around a lot). "It's pretty amazing that they
can do this,": he says. 'They're not disembodied spirits."
Wilson says that one thing that makes McCracken's work so important
is his use of the electrophoresis test. 'That's very ingenious," he says.
'This whole idea of determining the parent-offspring relatedness from
electrophoresis is relatively new."
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In addition to the test, McCracken's success seems to stem from his
tenacity .. "He's the only one who had the patience to go into these filthy,
obnoIious caves, .. says Jack Bradbury, a behavoral ecologist at UCSD.
"Some of the other people working there have been hospitalized because of
what the ammonia fumes do to their lungs:' Adds Wilson: "How would you
like to go into a cave with a million bats and 3 feet of guano beneath your
feet?"
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IILAnD CAVI

by MLJ
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began work on a number of different caves, one of which was Wells Cave.
A couple years later, one summer day, found me (Mike) and Bill Simpson
(Larry's brother) just finishing a 4 mile surface hike near Wells Cave, in the
hot summer tthurn.madt.dy:.:. We were pleased to have "checked out some
leads", finding none had gone. In a similar fashion, in. 1980 found me
making the same hike alone, taking water samples for a comprehensive
analysis run I was conducting here and at a number'of'other'cave-areas.'
-I
was very surprised to "find" two more caves we had not previously known
about. One, Meander Cave. I must have walked right by several times
over the years within a couple hundred feet without having seen it in the
woods. I talked with a friendly cave owner I've known for many years,
and he told me when I mentioned the cave I'd just discovered, "Oh yeh, .
I've looked in there. I never went too far tho." He then proceeded to tell
me of other holes I might be interested in, about four of them. Three did
not go when I checked them out later, but one of them was a good-one,
which we later named 'I.s1cINl CAVe. I checked out a few hundred feet of
cave solo.
I later conned Dave one fall day in 1981 to go with me (when we
w,anted to goof off on R« R) and we went to Island Cave to see how much
cave was there and start a survey of it. I told Dave I had walked by this
one too over the years at least a half dozen times within a 100 feet of the
entrance, and had never seen it, an obscure hole under a limestone outcrop.
We explored « surveyed about half the cave that day. At one junction,
Dave checked right and I the l~ft. We shortly returned together, Dave _
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saying his was a terminal slump pit. I told Dave that the main survey line
should go to my lead--a large room with exposed pit traverses. We named
it the "Shredded Floor 800m Hfor the razor sharp, jagged projections of
:limestone one must traverse & balance upon to cross the room. We looked
quickly to see if any went and quit for a pleasant Sunday afternoon's
caving. The four different leads, all large diameter passsages, all
unfortuneately fissled, some were collapsed BD,and the others filled with
sediments, a nasty canyon climb, a dig, and the rest too tight.
We had hoped that Island might go towards Wells Cave, yield some
nice cave, or help clarify some details of Wells Cave speleogenesis. The
cave survey thus far indicated it had little to do directly with Wells Cave
speleogenesis. It was useful in delineating some geomorphology (fluvial &
karst) of the meander area,( meaning we could use it for sediment studies,
vector transects, sorting studies, etc.) but that was about it. It was a nice
cave, but had little chance of making it to Wells, from the looks of it,
without finding a great deal more cave.
We returned twice about a year later and did clean up survey on
Sunday afternoons. We tried digs on the western & eastern ends of the
cave, but none looked encouraging, after some dig efforts. Oearly, the
large diameter passages don't disappear into thin air (or solid rock) beyond
the fill terminus. This sort of thing is frustrating to cavers, who know more
'big' cave must exist, and are left to wonder if they are humanly possible to
enter elsewhere, or by some other route or cave. Alas, it was not to be, at
least we never found it.

••

~'LPT1ON:

i .

The cave's fairly simple, as the map illustrates. The entrance area is
entirely a collapse feature, with myiads of BD (breakdown) around. A low
psg crawlway does head intriguingly towards the meander, but is tight &
miserable (a chisel job at best). One climbs 25 feet vertically to gain access
to the rest of the cave. A large diameter psg to the west ultimately ends in
fill, with a few (dangerous, but push/diggable) slump pits.
A long, but comfortable backbreaker leads east to the remander of the
cave. A few filled anastomoses are in evidence, mute testimony to the
cave's origin as an anastomosis network. Some nice cross bedded limestone
is easily seen here ~s well.
The Shredded Floor .Hoomwould be a nice room of 50' by 80' by 12'
high, except it is disected by large, exposed 17' deep pits in the floor,
making it more than a bit difficult to safely cross the room. It actually is
the junction of two independent E-W trending passages, both of which fill
completely to the ceiling on both ends.
A bifurcating, meandering
entrenchment canyon intersects the east end of the larger one, along with
6
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some domepits. A crummy dig is moving air in one lead, but a very close
similar dig in the Gypsum Psg (off the Shredded Ploor 80001) also had
air movement. Further digging on either one might be of interest. The
canyon required equipment after some nasty exposed free climbing, which
we haven't yet done. The cave is simply an isloated fragment of a much
larger piece, probably completely filled by the meander sediments. ' A
bummer I
GOODORBADIDEAS????
There is no easy, correct answer to this one. A cave gate is exactly
what it sounds like, a lock and key placed by someone on a cave entrance.
What impact will doing something like this have on cavers who wish to
enter the cave, and on the cave itself?? Again, no easy answer.
Someone is considering gating a well known cave in Pulaski Co. Is this
a good or bad idea? These people and DASSwill have keys (as currently
proposed), but even that leads to some uncertainty, indecision, and doubts
about future management, logistics, esthetics, ethics, etc.
DASShonestly feels this i! an extreme step, one which should not be
taken lightly. We have carefully avoided doing this over the years with
our many caves, feeling any extreme step, (be it publicity, secrecy, locks &.
keys, closed caves, caves open only to certain groups, ~tc) was not
especially 'attractive;" "hence our "Low Profile", a compromise cave policy.
There are pros and cons for this complex issue. The cave concerned here is a-well known=cave,-one-which=nas~beEfn-danfaged,"-vandalised &.-;-~
trashed many times over the years. This alone, is disturbing to any caver.
Even worse, I have seen this continue over the past I S years, and has
seemingly gotten worse in recent years. It is even sadder to contemplate
when one realizes this is not a unique case. There are 'many other caves
, suffering this same indignity to various degrees, not only in just this one
county in Kentucky, but nationwide, even worldwide--~- a truly sad state
of affairs. What can Ishould co~cerned cavers do??? Anything??? Lricks
&. keys on all caves?? I find it sad indeed that such things must even be
considered, and that someone, ANYONE,has fou.nd it necessary to do this.
It is a disheartening reflection or the REALworld.
DASSINVITfS COMMENTSON mIS ISSUE.
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